
By Joe Rizzo
Executive Director
New England Lean Consortium
February 16, 2018



 Introductions

 Safety considerations

 Ground rules

 Expectations



 Review the VSMS mandate 
 Review the team composition 
 Verify the product or process being  mapped  

is on the shop floor or available for the walk 
through

 Other? Changes/ updates from the pre-
meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of the Slide:This slide is an opportunity for the facilitator to ensure the team understands and agrees with the problem statement, that the team understands and agrees with the scope.This is the time to have each team member speak to why they are there. (subject matter expert (SME), internal supplier, internal customer, objective  set of eyes.Recommended Content:It is best to have the mandate completed ahead of time.  However if you could not complete the form in advance do not go further until you complete the kaizen mandate.Facilitator Tips:Ensure you have checked on logistic issues, breaks, lunch etc…  Hang up the icon chart



 A 30,000 foot View
 Do not get defensive when constructing the 

Current State
 Do not be critical of ideas that have been 

proposed
 Write any new ideas on the green post-it notes
 When constructing the Future State, leave the 

context of the Current State behind
 Use 80/20 rule to avoid getting bogged down in 

details
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Fax/Pho
ne Order

  Write Up Cover
         Sheet
PT: 165 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 90%
0.45 Person
Sarah

  Complete Order 
          Form
PT: 5-10 min.
Batch: continuous
C&A: 99%
1 Person

New 
Customer?

Valid
Order?

  Establish Credit
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

     Enter Order
PT: 22 sec. - 2 min.
Batch:  4 per day
C&A: 50%
0.45 Person

  Print Order Edit
PT: 45 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 100%
0.1  Person

Review Order Edit
PT: 71 sec.
Batch: 3  per day
C&A: 100%
0.1 Person

Make Corrections
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 3 per day
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Credit Card 
Order ?

Process Credit
Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4 times
C&A: 65% ?
0.4 Person

  Print & Review 
Pick Ticket & Pick 
Items
PT: 270 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 92%
1 Person

Approved
?

Call Customer

Ship Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person 

Generate Back 
Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Order Received by 
Customer

Re-Process Credit 
Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4daily
LT: 1 day
C&A: 5%
0.4 Person

  Resolve Problem
PT: 5-10 min.
Batch: continuous
C&A: 99%
1 Person

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

  Review Estimated 
Sales Forecast
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Check Inventory 
Levels
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Need More 
?

Review Schedule & 
Distribute
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Create Weekly 
Schedule & 
Distribute
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 PersonDo Nothing

Build Missing Items
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Missing 
Items?

All Items 
Shipped?

Create Bill of 
Lading
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person 

Invoice Customer
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Generate Back 
Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Build Items, Put in 
Warehouse
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Invoice Received 
by Customer

Notify Sales 
when complete

Ship 2nd Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person 

Visualize the Enterprise Value 
Stream

Visualize the  Administrative Flow

Develop a Road Map for a Continual 
Improvement Plan

I
 10 days

Wire             L/T = 5 - 7 d
Leg Braces   L/T = 5 - 7 d
   1,000 / box
Angle Iron     L/T = 7 - 14 
d
Trim             L/T = 5 d
Glass           L/T = 5 d
     

C/T = 10 sec
C/O = 35 min
Rel = 85%
Shared machine
Distance to:
   Wire stumps: 35 ft
   Gauge: 80 ft

C/T = 7 sec
C/O = 0
Rel = 98%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 15 ft

C/T = 13 sec
C/O = 0
Rel 98%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 25 ft

Bend Frame

C/T = 39 secs(Qty 3)
C/O = 0
Rel = 99%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 30 ft 

C/T = 25,000 pcs/sh
L/T = 2 hrs
C/O = 10 min
Rel = 95%

C/T = 10 sec
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 99%
Distance from
   Paint 150 ft

C/T = 27 (Qty 3)
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 99%
Distance = 10 ft

C/T = 20 sec
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 98%
Distance = 10 ft

C/T = 5 sec
C/O = 0
Rel = 98%
Distance = 3 ft

Customers

Suppliers

SalesOrder EntryAccountingPlanning

Mfg Spvr Paint Spvr Assy Spvr Shipping Spvr

Bend Frame

x 1

Butt Weld

x 1

Weld Tabs

x 1

 Weld Braces

x 2

Paint

x 12

Attach Trim #1

x 2

Attach Legs

x 2

Insert  Glass

x 2

Pack Out

x 2

ShipStraight & Cut

x 1

Daily

2x / week

Weekly Phone Orders

I
1575 pcs

I
4200 pcs

I
21,000 pcs

I
94,500 pcs

I
7,500 pcs
(500/cont)

I
4,000 pcs
250/cont

I
300 pcs
150/cont

I
450 pcs

9,800 pcs 
glass

I
150 pcs

I
740 pcs

Daily 
Ship 
S

x 3

Weekly Schedule

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes)

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes) Weekly Schedule

(With daily changes)

Check
Daily

Daily Back
Order List

Take OrderEnter Order
Review Order

Process CC
Resolve 
Issues

Create
Schedules

Monthly Forecasts

C/T = 14.5 sec
C/O = 15 min
Rel = 90%
Dedicated
Distance: 25 ft

Daily Production Meeting (make changes to weekly schedule in order to ship product)

Customers

Avg of 2100 pcs / 
mo.
50 pcs / Order
10 pcs / pallet

2,000 pcs on line
(500/cont)

Achieve Sustainable Continuous 
Improvement

 

AND/
OR

Expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Explain that the VSMS is as equally applicable for the shop floor as it is for above the shop floor.  Regardless of the type of map an improvement plan will be established and data will be collected.Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:Give examples of previous admin and shop maps you have participated in.Remind them that the improvement ideas they produce during the map will be documented and becomes the basis for the RIP.


Swin Lane-C

		

		CUSTOMER		Fax
  Phone

		SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

		ORDER ENTRY

		ACCOUNTING

		PLANNING

		PRODUCTION

		SHIPPING



Fax/Phone Order

Write Up Cover
         Sheet
PT: 165 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 90%
0.45 Person
Sarah

Complete Order 
          Form
PT: 5-10 min.
Batch: continuous
C&A: 99%
1 Person

New Customer?

Valid
Order?

Establish Credit
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Enter Order
PT: 22 sec. - 2 min.
Batch:  4 per day
C&A: 50%
0.45 Person

Print Order Edit
PT: 45 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 100%
0.1  Person

Review Order Edit
PT: 71 sec.
Batch: 3  per day
C&A: 100%
0.1 Person

Make Corrections
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 3 per day
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Credit Card Order ?

Process Credit
Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4 times
C&A: 65% ?
0.4 Person

Print & Review Pick Ticket & Pick Items
PT: 270 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 92%
1 Person
Cynthia

Approved
?

Call Customer

Ship Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Generate Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Order Received by Customer

Re-Process Credit Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4daily
LT: 1 day
C&A: 5%
0.4 Person

Resolve Problem
PT: 5-10 min.
Batch: continuous
C&A: 99%
1 Person

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Review Estimated Sales Forecast
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Check Inventory Levels
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Need More ?

Review Schedule & Distribute
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Create Weekly Schedule & Distribute
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Do Nothing

Build Missing Items
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Missing Items?

All Items Shipped?

Create Bill of Lading
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Invoice Customer
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Generate Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Build Items, Put in Warehouse
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Invoice Received by Customer

Notify Sales 
when complete

Ship 2nd Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Create Bill of Lading
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Invoice Customer for 2nd Shipment
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

2nd Invoice Received by Customer



Swin Lane- F

		

		CUSTOMER		Fax
  Phone

		SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

		ORDER ENTRY

		ACCOUNTING

		PRODUCTION

		SHIPPING



Fax/Phone Order

Complete Order Form, Process Credit Card
PT: 5-10 min.
Freq: As needed
C&A: 99%
4 People (100%)

New Customer?

Valid
Order?

Establish Credit
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Enter Order
PT: 22 sec. - 2 min.
Batch:  4 per day
C&A: 50%
0.45 Person

Pick Items
PT: 270 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 92%
1 Person
Cynthia

Ship Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Order Received by Customer

Resolve Problem
PT: 5 - 10 min.
LT: 1 - 3 days

Yes

No

Yes

No

Build Missing Items
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Missing Items?

Approved
?

Call Customer

Re-Process Credit Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4daily
LT: 1 day
C&A: 5%
0.4 Person

No

Yes

Print Pick Ticket to remote printer
PT: 270 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 92%
1 Person
Cynthia

Generate Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

All Items Shipped?

Create Bill of Lading
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Invoice Customer
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Manage Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Invoice Received by Customer

Notify Sales 
when complete

No

Yes

No

Yes



VSMS - C

		



I

10 days

Wire             L/T = 5 - 7 d
Leg Braces   L/T = 5 - 7 d
   1,000 / box
Angle Iron     L/T = 7 - 14 d
Trim             L/T = 5 d
Glass           L/T = 5 d
   500 per skid
Paint            L/T = 2 d

C/T = 10 sec
C/O = 35 min
Rel = 85%
Shared machine
Distance to:
   Wire stumps: 35 ft
   Gauge: 80 ft

C/T = 7 sec
C/O = 0
Rel = 98%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 15 ft

C/T = 13 sec
C/O = 0
Rel 98%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 25 ft

Bend Frame

C/T = 39 secs(Qty 3)
C/O = 0
Rel = 99%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 30 ft

C/T = 25,000 pcs/sh
L/T = 2 hrs
C/O = 10 min
Rel = 95%

C/T = 10 sec
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 99%
Distance from
   Paint 150 ft

C/T = 27 (Qty 3)
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 99%
Distance = 10 ft

C/T = 20 sec
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 98%
Distance = 10 ft

C/T = 5 sec
C/O = 0
Rel = 98%
Distance = 3 ft

Customers

Suppliers

Sales

Order Entry

Accounting

Planning

Mfg Spvr

Paint Spvr

Assy Spvr

Shipping Spvr

Bend Frame

x 1

Butt Weld

x 1

Weld Tabs

x 1

Weld Braces

x 2

Paint

x 12

Attach Trim #1

x 2

Attach Legs

x 2

Insert  Glass

x 2

Pack Out

x 2

Ship

Straight & Cut

x 1

Daily

2x / week

Weekly Phone Orders

I

1575 pcs

I

4200 pcs

I

21,000 pcs

I

94,500 pcs

I

7,500 pcs
(500/cont)

I

4,000 pcs
250/cont

I

300 pcs
150/cont

I

450 pcs
9,800 pcs 
glass

I

150 pcs

I

740 pcs

Daily Ship 
Schedule

x 3

Weekly Schedule

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes)

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes)

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes)

Check
Daily

Daily Back
Order List

Take Order

Enter Order
Review Order

Process CC
Resolve 
Issues

Create
Schedules

Monthly Forecasts

C/T = 14.5 sec
C/O = 15 min
Rel = 90%
Dedicated
Distance: 25 ft

Daily Production Meeting (make changes to weekly schedule in order to ship product)

Customers

Avg of 2100 pcs / mo.
50 pcs / Order
10 pcs / pallet

2,000 pcs on line
(500/cont)



VSMS - F

		



Assembly Cell

Wire             L/T = 5 - 7 d
Leg Braces   L/T = 5 - 7 d
Angle Iron     L/T = 7 - 14 d
Trim             L/T = 5 d
Glass           L/T = 5 d
Paint            L/T = 2 d

C/T = 10 sec

TWC =

Bend Frame

P/T = 4-5hr

Customers

Suppliers

Frame Cell

Paint

x 12

x 2

Straight & Cut

x 1

Daily

Daily

Monthly Forecast

x 3

Sales

Take Order

Order Entry

Enter Order
Review Order

Accounting

Process CC
Resolve 
Issues

Planning

Create
Schedules

Paint =          4 d
Angle Iron = 14 d
Others =       7 d

2d

Bend Frame, Butt Weld,
Weld Tabs, Weld Leg 
Brace

FIFO

1 d

2 d

P/T = 4-5hr

Attach Trim #1, Legs, 
Insert Glass, Pack Out

Ship

FIFO

1 d

Supplier Supermarket

Reduce changeover to 5 min

Frame Cell

FIFO before & supermarket after paint

FIFO in front of shipping

x 3

Assembly Cell

TPM Throughout

Daily Ship
Schedule

C/O Time 5 m
Rel = 98%



Sheet3

		








Swin Lane-C

		

		CUSTOMER		Fax
  Phone

		SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

		ORDER ENTRY

		ACCOUNTING

		PLANNING

		PRODUCTION

		SHIPPING



Fax/Phone Order

Write Up Cover
         Sheet
PT: 165 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 90%
0.45 Person
Sarah

Complete Order 
          Form
PT: 5-10 min.
Batch: continuous
C&A: 99%
1 Person

New Customer?

Valid
Order?

Establish Credit
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Enter Order
PT: 22 sec. - 2 min.
Batch:  4 per day
C&A: 50%
0.45 Person

Print Order Edit
PT: 45 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 100%
0.1  Person

Review Order Edit
PT: 71 sec.
Batch: 3  per day
C&A: 100%
0.1 Person

Make Corrections
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 3 per day
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Credit Card Order ?

Process Credit
Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4 times
C&A: 65% ?
0.4 Person

Print & Review Pick Ticket & Pick Items
PT: 270 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 92%
1 Person
Cynthia

Approved
?

Call Customer

Ship Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Generate Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Order Received by Customer

Re-Process Credit Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4daily
LT: 1 day
C&A: 5%
0.4 Person

Resolve Problem
PT: 5-10 min.
Batch: continuous
C&A: 99%
1 Person

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Review Estimated Sales Forecast
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Check Inventory Levels
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Need More ?

Review Schedule & Distribute
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Create Weekly Schedule & Distribute
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Do Nothing

Build Missing Items
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Missing Items?

All Items Shipped?

Create Bill of Lading
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Invoice Customer
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Generate Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Build Items, Put in Warehouse
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Invoice Received by Customer

Notify Sales 
when complete

Ship 2nd Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Create Bill of Lading
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Invoice Customer for 2nd Shipment
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

2nd Invoice Received by Customer



Swin Lane- F

		

		CUSTOMER		Fax
  Phone

		SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

		ORDER ENTRY

		ACCOUNTING

		PRODUCTION

		SHIPPING



Fax/Phone Order

Complete Order Form, Process Credit Card
PT: 5-10 min.
Freq: As needed
C&A: 99%
4 People (100%)

New Customer?

Valid
Order?

Establish Credit
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Enter Order
PT: 22 sec. - 2 min.
Batch:  4 per day
C&A: 50%
0.45 Person

Pick Items
PT: 270 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 92%
1 Person
Cynthia

Ship Order
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Order Received by Customer

Resolve Problem
PT: 5 - 10 min.
LT: 1 - 3 days

Yes

No

Yes

No

Build Missing Items
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Missing Items?

Approved
?

Call Customer

Re-Process Credit Card
PT: 155 sec.
Batch: 4daily
LT: 1 day
C&A: 5%
0.4 Person

No

Yes

Print Pick Ticket to remote printer
PT: 270 sec.
Batch: 4 per day
C&A: 92%
1 Person
Cynthia

Generate Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

All Items Shipped?

Create Bill of Lading
PT: 5 min.
Batch: 1 per day
C&A: 99%
2 Person

Invoice Customer
PT:  5 -35 min.
LT: up to 3 days
Batch: as needed
C&A: 95%
1 Person

Manage Back Order List
PT:
Batch:
C&A:
1 Person

Invoice Received by Customer

Notify Sales 
when complete

No

Yes

No

Yes



VSMS - C

		



I

10 days

Wire             L/T = 5 - 7 d
Leg Braces   L/T = 5 - 7 d
   1,000 / box
Angle Iron     L/T = 7 - 14 d
Trim             L/T = 5 d
Glass           L/T = 5 d
   500 per skid
Paint            L/T = 2 d

C/T = 10 sec
C/O = 35 min
Rel = 85%
Shared machine
Distance to:
   Wire stumps: 35 ft
   Gauge: 80 ft

C/T = 7 sec
C/O = 0
Rel = 98%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 15 ft

C/T = 13 sec
C/O = 0
Rel 98%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 25 ft

Bend Frame

C/T = 39 secs(Qty 3)
C/O = 0
Rel = 99%
Dedicated welder
Distance = 30 ft

C/T = 25,000 pcs/sh
L/T = 2 hrs
C/O = 10 min
Rel = 95%

C/T = 10 sec
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 99%
Distance from
   Paint 150 ft

C/T = 27 (Qty 3)
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 99%
Distance = 10 ft

C/T = 20 sec
C/O = 30 sec
Rel = 98%
Distance = 10 ft

C/T = 5 sec
C/O = 0
Rel = 98%
Distance = 3 ft

Customers

Suppliers

Sales

Order Entry

Accounting

Planning

Mfg Spvr

Paint Spvr

Assy Spvr

Shipping Spvr

Bend Frame

x 1

Butt Weld

x 1

Weld Tabs

x 1

Weld Braces

x 2

Paint

x 12

Attach Trim #1

x 2

Attach Legs

x 2

Insert  Glass

x 2

Pack Out

x 2

Ship

Straight & Cut

x 1

Daily

2x / week

Weekly Phone Orders

I

1575 pcs

I

4200 pcs

I

21,000 pcs

I

94,500 pcs

I

7,500 pcs
(500/cont)

I

4,000 pcs
250/cont

I

300 pcs
150/cont

I

450 pcs
9,800 pcs 
glass

I

150 pcs

I

740 pcs

Daily Ship 
Schedule

x 3

Weekly Schedule

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes)

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes)

Weekly Schedule
(With daily changes)

Check
Daily

Daily Back
Order List

Take Order

Enter Order
Review Order

Process CC
Resolve 
Issues

Create
Schedules

Monthly Forecasts

C/T = 14.5 sec
C/O = 15 min
Rel = 90%
Dedicated
Distance: 25 ft

Daily Production Meeting (make changes to weekly schedule in order to ship product)

Customers

Avg of 2100 pcs / mo.
50 pcs / Order
10 pcs / pallet

2,000 pcs on line
(500/cont)



VSMS - F

		



Assembly Cell

Wire             L/T = 5 - 7 d
Leg Braces   L/T = 5 - 7 d
Angle Iron     L/T = 7 - 14 d
Trim             L/T = 5 d
Glass           L/T = 5 d
Paint            L/T = 2 d

C/T = 10 sec

TWC =

Bend Frame

P/T = 4-5hr

Customers

Suppliers

Frame Cell

Paint

x 12

x 2

Straight & Cut

x 1

Daily

Daily

Monthly Forecast

x 3

Sales

Take Order

Order Entry

Enter Order
Review Order

Accounting

Process CC
Resolve 
Issues

Planning

Create
Schedules

Paint =          4 d
Angle Iron = 14 d
Others =       7 d

2d

Bend Frame, Butt Weld,
Weld Tabs, Weld Leg 
Brace

FIFO

1 d

2 d

P/T = 4-5hr

Attach Trim #1, Legs, 
Insert Glass, Pack Out

Ship

FIFO

1 d

Supplier Supermarket

Reduce changeover to 5 min

Frame Cell

FIFO before & supermarket after paint

FIFO in front of shipping

x 3

Assembly Cell

TPM Throughout

Daily Ship
Schedule

C/O Time 5 m
Rel = 98%



Sheet3

		









Step 1: Learn the Lean Concepts 
• Identify Product/Process Family 
• VSM Definitions 
• Process Overview  

Step 2:  Map the Current State Map
• Collect improvement ideas

Step 3:  Walk Through /Collect Data
• Collect observations

Step 4:  Map the  Future State Map
• Collect barriers to future

Step 5:  Score Barriers and Improvement ideas 
Step 6:  Develop Continual Improvement Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:To summarize the 6-step process that we will be going through today.Recommended Content:We will be going through the following 6 steps in detail for both of our companies today.  Our 6-step process takes a close look at the material and information flow for both the shop floor area, as well as, the administrative area.  A comprehensive Implementation plan created allows us to determine the best allocation of resources over several months to achieve our future state.Facilitator Tips:



 Identify Product/Process Family 
 VSM Definitions 
 Process Overview 



 A VSM is a Value Stream Map
 Systematic diagnostic tool to evaluate the 

entire enterprise or systems 
• A tool to identify barriers to improvement
• A group-based approach at developing the 

road-map to change
• A high level view of the organization from 

order to cash
• An opportunity to  align improvement projects 

with company goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Emphasizes what the VSMS is all about.  It is a systematic diagnostic tool used to evaluate the material and information flow in both the production and administrative areas.Recommended Content:The Value Stream Management System is a comprehensive diagnostic tool that allows your organization to evaluate the entire enterprise in detail.  As suggested by many lean practitioners, we begin by examining our organization from order-to-cash at a high level.   We use a group-based approach to develop our road map to change.  In addition, we have developed some simple financial metrics to evaluate the impact of our changes.Facilitator Tips:Determine how many people have used the traditional value stream mapping tool.  



Image from: https://www.lucidchart.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart is a typical Current State Map. There is a lot of waste in the system. Material is “pushed” through the system, resulting in a build up of inventory. There is a lot of WIP between the process steps. There is a schedule for each process step. As a result, there is a lot of expediting throughout the day. Typically the value-added time is 5 to 10% of the Lead Time.



Image from: https://www.lucidchart.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The chart is a typical Future State map, as most of the waste has been removed. There is only one schedule point and it is shipping. Once a shippable item has been pulled from FG inventory, pull signals or replenishment signals are sent all the way back in the process to the supplier of parts or materials.There is no WIP inventory.The entire process is on a Pull system. Lead time is reduced to one day  or less.



Swim Lane Chart - Administrative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.The tasks for Production and Shipping are added to the swim lane.  In the end it goes back to the customer when they have received their order.



• Create a  package that documents  the six step 
VSM Process.

• Utilize the VSM process to construct a Current 
State and Future State map

• Establish baseline metrics that link to specific 
business objectives

• Document the Continual Improvement Plan 
• Prioritize the implementation plan scoring it 

according to  financial impact & ease of 
implementation

• Develop a management brief in storyboard format



 Ability to visualize of the entire value stream
 Locates and quantifies WASTE in a process
 Visually shows product related activity as well as 

management and information support systems 
(more than Process Mapping)

 A diagnostic tool to identify where to focus 
waste elimination, kaizens, and projects

 A method to plan for better process FLOW
 Create synergy between management goals and 

team activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Summarize the benefits of mapping the value stream.Recommended Content:When a value stream is mapped is allows all individuals to “see the flow” of material and information within a very complex value stream.  As a diagnostic tool it allows waste too be easily identified within the system resulting in a complete plan for future kaizens and improvement projects.Facilitator Tips:Remember to define kaizen if the group is unfamiliar with the term.



 “Lean Thinking helps managers to clearly specify value, 
to line up all the value-creating activities for  specific 
product along a value stream, and to make value flow
smoothly at the pull of the customer in pursuit of 
perfection.”

 These simple ideas can breath new life into any company 
in any industry, routinely doubling both productivity and 
sales while stabilizing employment.”

(Reference: James P. Womack and Daniel T. Jones, “Lean 
Thinking”, Simon & Schuster, 1996)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the definition of Lean from Womack’s book, “Lean Thinking” It can be summarized in five terms:Value (Perceived value by the customer)Value Stream (the steps involved in producing a product or delivering a service)Flow (straight line flow – the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. A U-shaped cell is considered a straight line)Pull (Pulling product through the system which means producing to a TAKT time or the demand rate of the customer)Perfection (This usually means no defects, no mistakes, no off quality product. But the term perfection has evolved to mean “Produce what the customer wants, in the quantities that he wants and when he want it.)



 Value
◦ Value to the customer

 Value Stream
◦ The steps required to produce a product or deliver a 

service
◦ Value Added vs. Non-Value Added Activities

 Flow
◦ Continuous one-piece, one direction flow

 Pull
◦ Pull of the customer

 Perfection
◦ Elimination of waste in the system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The five principals of Lean from the Womack and Jones book, “Lean Thinking”.Value is the customer’s perceived value of the product or the service.Based on the perceived value, that is the price the customer is willing to pay.The Value Stream is the process or the series of steps required to produce the product or deliver the service.Flow assumes straight line flow, as that is the most efficient way to produce the product or deliver the service.Pull is producing the product at the demand rate of the customer, or the Takt time.Perfection is making what the customer wants, when the customer want it, and in the quantities the customer wants.



• Value-added activities
• Any activity that changes the form, fit or function

of the product or service
• These are activities the customer is willing to pay 

for.
• Non-value added activities

• Any activity that does not change the form, fit or 
function of the product, or is not necessary

• Any activity that the customer is not willing to pay 
for

• These activities should be eliminated, simplified,
reduced, or integrated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:To define value added and non-value added.Recommended Content:Read the definitions.  Engage the participants in defining what their customer is willing to pay for and then discuss other activities that are done every day that a customer is not willing to pay for.Discuss the importance of eliminating, simplifying, reducing or integrating the non-value added activities.  Elicit stories from the group and describe your own as a back-up.Facilitator Tips:This is an area where some participants may become defensive because we are calling activities they have always done “non-value added.”  Emphasize that everyone has non-value added activities and that Lean is about making the deliberate choices to eliminate them.This is also an opportunity to differentiate Lean from traditional time studies, which many perceive have forced workers to go faster on their value added activities while ignoring all the systemic non-value added activities.



1. Improve the production value streams inside 
your company

2. Extend the Lean value stream to include 
suppliers, service providers, and customers

Internal Value Stream

Your Plant

Extended Value Stream

Suppliers
Customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Illustrate that a value stream goes beyond your own plant.Recommended Content:It is natural for us to start mapping the value stream within our own walls because it is easier to control the activities within our own organization.  However, we need to understand that there is an extended value stream for each product family.  At a minimum, the extended value stream includes our immediate suppliers and customers.  Once we improve our own processes we will need to look at mapping the extended value stream.  It is usually necessary to involve suppliers in the initial kaizens if we are planning one introducing tools such as, pull systems.Facilitator Tips:Emphasize that we start within our own walls, however, we can never fully exclude our suppliers and customers even to make those initial improvements.
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Figure 3. Tapping and Shuker, 2002

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Showing the entire value stream and that it goes beyond what is traditionally depicted from raw material to shipping.Recommended Content:A value stream is the flow from product concept to the receipt of cash from the customer.  The area that has been mapped the most is the production area from the receipt of raw material to finish goods.  As some of us know, once we improve the flow of the product the next major concern is the administrative area.  Specifically, the processing of the customer request to the delivery of that information to the production floor.  An area that many companies are now examining is the concept to launch area.  How fast can we bring a concept to actual production.Ask participants if they have completed any value streams in their organization.  If so, what areas? Facilitator Tips:



• Product Design

• Order Entry

• Engineering

• Purchasing

• Quoting

• Production

• Accounts Receivable

• Shipping

• Customer Supplied Design

• Customer Supplier Integration

• Visual Controls (communication)

• WIP Reduction

• Assembly

• Machine Reliability 

• Warehouse/Distribution

• Safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Highlight the numerous areas that may be examined using the diagnostic tool of value stream mapping.Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:



1. Get consensus on the main process 
steps

A. Determine the customer 
requirements

B. Rough map the material and 
information flow

2. Review the  data  collection checklist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Introduce the 4 steps for current state value stream mapping.Prepare the class for walking through the Time Wise™ 102 VSM exampleRecommended Content:Here are the eight steps required to complete the current state map. (Read through the steps)Step 2. Let’s look at the possible data we can collect for the current state map.Step 3. Let’s look at how to collect the data for the current state map. (Same slide as earlier CT vs. LT, show only if necessary).Facilitator Tips:In slide mode, click on underlined text (hyperlink).  It will link to slides at the end of the presentation.  Click on the arrow in the upper left corner of the linked slide to return to this slide.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Introduce value stream mapping icons.Recommended Content:Here are a few of the VSMS icons we will be using.Facilitator Tips:Point out a few of the icons.



Weekly 
Schedule OXOX

Truck Shipment Withdrawal

Kaizen Burst
Buffer or Safety 

Stock

Operator

Manual Information 
Flow

Electronic Information Flow

Information Flow Icons

General Icons

Schedule Load Leveling
“Go-See” 

Scheduling

Signal Kanban Kanban PostWithdrawal KanbanProduction Kanban
Kanban Arriving in Batches

Value Stream Mapping Icons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Introduce value stream mapping icons.Recommended Content:Here are a few of the VSMS icons we will be using.Facilitator Tips:Point out a few of the icons.
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• Walk the process with the team
• Collect the data
• Document Wastes/opportunities

Step 3. Collect the Data



• Review questions for creating the future state 
map

• Identify and collect barriers to the Future State

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:TextRecommended Content:TextFacilitator Tips:



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:TextRecommended Content:TextFacilitator Tips:



Action Item Responsibility Completion Date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:TextRecommended Content:TextFacilitator Tips:



Future State



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Show where we are at in the course.Recommended Content:We have now completed Steps 1 and 2 of the Value Stream Mapping System.Before we begin Step 3, let’s do a review of several lean tools that we will want to use when we create our future state map.Facilitator Tips:



 All good product
 No rework
 No Rejects
 No Mistakes
 No Returns
 Improved Productivity
◦ Good units/associate/hour

 Results: Lower unit costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is self explanatory



 Delivering what the customer wants, 
when they want it, in the quantities 
that they want

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perfection often means, no rejects, 100% yields, no warranty costs, no customer returns, no customer complaints. The definition of perfection has evolved to mean, "Delivering what the customer wants, when the customer wants it, and in the quantities that the customer wants.” This means perfect order completion and on-time delivery.



 Total Engagement of the people to help 
with Problems Solving and to generate 
improving ideas

 Problems are good

“What problem(s) did you solve today?”

By Nate Furuta, CEO, Toyota Boshoku
October 2009

AME Annual Conference in Kentucky



 Lean requires us to change our way of 
thinking

 Lean is the relentless elimination of Waste

 Lean is time and space based

 Lean frees up Capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is brief summary of what Lean is.





 Waste

◦ “Any human activity which absorbs resources
but creates no value”

(Reference: James P. Womack and Daniel T. Jones, “Lean Thinking”, Simon & Schuster, 1996)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Waste is any human activity which absorbs resources, but creates no value. Value is something that the customer will pay for. If the customer will not pay for the activity, then it is waste.



 Value Added
◦ Any activity that changes form, fit or function
◦ Any activity that the customer is willing to pay for

 Non-Value Added
◦ Any activity that consumes resources but adds no value
◦ Any activity that does not change form, fit or function
◦ Any activity that the customer is not willing to pay for
◦ All non-value added activities are considered WASTE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As indicated in the slide



 The Eight Wastes

◦ Defects
◦ Overproduction
◦ Waiting
◦ Non-utilized people (Unused Human Creativity)
◦ Transportation
◦ Inventory
◦ Motion
◦ Extra Steps or Extra Processing

Typically, 95% of  Total Lead Time is Non-Value Added or 
Waste

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use the acronym, “DOWNTIME” as a way of remembering the eight wastes. It is important to note that from the date of the order, to the date of shipment, there is only 5 to 10% of value added time, with 90% of the time, WASTE.



Defects are an obvious 
waste

Product that doesn’t meet 
customer requirements.

Paperwork, shipping errors.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defects are an obvious waste. It takes just as much time and resources to make a bad one as it takes to make a good one. Product that is out of spec is a waste. Mistakes are a waste, as we never seem to find the time to do it right the first time, but we always find the time to do it all over again.



 Quality at the source
◦ Make sure the product is good before sending it 

to the next step
 Poke-a-yoke
◦ Go-NoGo gages
◦ Min/Max settings on gauges

 Standard Work
 SOPs, Standard Operating Procedures
 The four stages of training
◦ Training 
◦ Ability to operate with supervision
◦ Ability to operate without supervision
◦ Ability to train others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The slide is self-explanatory. Take the time to go through each line with an explanation for each line.



Build more than is currently 
demanded by customers

Overproduce in order to 
keep machines running and 
beat labor standards

Negative financial impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This waste is producing more than what the customer wants, in anticipation of future orders, or for perceived production efficiencies. This practice creates another waste, Excess Inventory, which creates a cash drain on the business, forcing the company to borrow money and pay interest.



 Heijunka Boxes
◦ Scheduling by the day of the week and the time of 

the day
 Build to order
 Build to customer demand – Takt Time
 Pull system with Supermarkets and Kanban 

signals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The slide is self-explanatory. Take the time go  through each line and explain each line.



 Empty containers
 Two-bin
 Min/Max
 “Bread-man”

 Physical kanbans (painted locations)
 Single card
 Dual cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An empty container is a signal to replenish the contents.Usually there are two containers of the part. One is being used, while the second is being replenished.Min/Max is usually defined in the MRP system. When the part quantity reaches the minimum quantity, a new order is placed with the supplier.Bread man is the supplier comes to the company on a defined interval, such as a week, and replaces what has been consumed.Kanbans are usually assigned  spaces  before and after the process step. An empty kanban space after the process step is a signal to replenish.A full kanban space after the process step is a signal to stop producing.



Q:  What should each operator do?
Op10 Whittling

downstream
Op10 Whittling

downstream

Op10 Whittling

downstream
Op10 Whittling

downstream

A:  Do not produce, 
downstream Kanban is 
full

A:  Fill downstream Kanban 
using material from 
upstream Kanban

A:  Do not produce, 
downstream Kanban is 
full

A:  Do not produce, no 
material in upstream 
Kanban to work with

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor should walk the class through each example (order of answers is top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right).Note for the class that in most of the situations, the operator does nothing.  For the majority of manufacturing operations, this is a significant paradigm shift—traditional manufacturing measures insist that we maintain the highest possible levels of “efficiency” by keeping machines operating and operators working.



Waiting for materials, 
supplies, information or 
maintenance
Any idle time for man or 
machine due to failure to 
synchronize activities
But, better to wait than 
overproduce.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Waiting is a non-value added activity. It is unproductive time, and efforts should be made to reduce waiting time. However, it is better to wait than to give people work to do, just to keep them busy, or, to run a machine to make product and build inventory.



 POUS - Point of Use Storage
◦ Materials, parts, supplies, tools

 Heijunka method of scheduling
 iPads for Operators and Supervisors
 TPM – Total Productive Maintenance
◦ Insures the equipment is always in good running 

condition
 Quick Changeover
 Setup Reduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Heijunka box is used for mixed model production. It tells the production people what to produce and when.The other items are self-explanatory



 Un-used Human Creativity
 How can we make your job better?
 How can we make your job easier?
 Toyota: One suggestion per employee, per day
 Total involvement of the entire workforce
 Each employee knows what the overall Goals and 

Objectives of the Company are.
 Each employee knows how their job contributes to 

the achievement of those Goals and Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The point of this slide is to stress the importance of engaging all the people in the company. 



 Non-utilized people means not making use of 
people’s creative abilities to solve problems and 
generate improving ideas

 Improving Ideas or Suggestion Program
 Toyota Kata for improvement and problem solving
 Gemba Walks and Gemba Boards
 Training all employees in the four Lean Foundational 

Topics
◦ Lean Overview
◦ 5S
◦ Value Stream Mapping
◦ 8-Step Problem Solving Method

 Reward and Recognition Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This list is just a few of the many ways to engage people



Movement of parts, 
materials, equipment, 
supplies

Manufacturing is organized 
by department instead of by 
product (value stream)

Shipping & 
Receiving Testing Production

Final 
Inspection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the movement of parts, materials, sub-assemblies, assemblies, WIP, there is no value added. Transportation is time consuming and does not add any value. Therefore it should be reduced or eliminated. Production output should be located close to the shipping docks.



 Plant Layout for One Piece Flow
 U-Shaped Cells
 Cell output close to Shipping Docks
 Use of Spaghetti Diagrams to identify excess 

travel
 POUS – Point of Use Storage
 Line Balancing
 VMI – Vendor Managed Inventory
 Kanban signals
 FIFO Lanes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is self-explanatory



Point of Use Storage (POUS)

Put tools and parts in
“build / use” sequence

 Point of Use Storage refers to the practice of providing 
tools, parts, materials, and information at the point where 
they will be needed, in the quantity needed, and arranged 
in the sequence of use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Materials, parts and supplies should all be stored at the point of use to minimize waiting, travel, and non-value added activities. The quantity stored a point of use should be related to the takt tima, with kanban signals for replenishment. In other words, you would no store a full pallet of material at the point of use. A reasonable amount of time is two to four hours worth. At the automobile assembly plant, trucks arrive and unload their parts every four hours.



 Plant Layout for Continuous Flow

◦ Continuous flow production will ensure that 
value is constantly being added to the product 
for the time the product is in the plant. The 
ideal situation is one piece flow, at, and 
between processes. The intent of a good plant 
layout is to increase the velocity of products 
and make the production cycle predictable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The slide is self-explanatory. You can take the time to read the slide, slowly, emphasizing each item in red.



Spaghetti Diagrams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A spaghetti diagram draws the movement of people, materials, and supplies in a given work area for a given day. Once the diagram is completed, all the lines look like a bowl of spaghetti. The movement or travel of the people can be reduced by improving the flow of the product so that it flows in one directions, toward the shipping docks.



Inventory is one of the more 
insidious wastes
Inventory is thought to be 
good:

◦ Can respond more quickly to 
customers

◦ It keeps machines and 
workers busy during business 
lulls

◦ Inventory is an asset.
◦ Can borrow on inventory 

value

But inventory actually hides 
production problems
Is a cash drain
Called “sleeping money”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excess Inventory is one of the most insidious of wastes, as excess inventory hides a wide variety of problems. It is a drain on cash and forces companies to borrow money and pay interest. 



 Gradually reduce inventory levels until 
problems occur

 Solve the problems
 Make further reductions in inventory until 

problems occur
 Solve those problems
 Repeat until a comfortable level of inventory 

is attained.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart is self explanatory. There must be “stress” on the system in order for continuous improvement. This slide recommends putting artificial stress on the system if there is none.



Excessive motion by workers
This can include walking 
between several locations
Twisting and turning within 
a single work location
Lack of motion can also be a 
waste – ”watching the wash”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excess motion is not only time consuming, it can result in injury and fatigue to the operator.



 Observation and time study
 Ask the operator if there is a better way
 Ask the operator, “How can we make your job 

easier and better”
 Point of Use Storage
 5S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is self explanatory



Two primary causes of 
processing waste:

◦ Working to a finer 
tolerance than that 
demanded by the customer

◦ Working too long on each 
piece because our process 
lacks capability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extra Processing is giving the customer more that what they are asking for, for the two reasons stated above.



 Review the customer specification
 Look for items that the customer might not 

actually need
 Be proactive with the customer and make 

suggestions for cost reductions
 Minimize process variation
◦ Determine CpK level of current process.
◦ Achieve a minimum CpK of 2.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is self-explanatory.





The House of Lean

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Quick review of the lean tools that can be used while creating the future state map.Recommended Content:As you recall from Time Wise™ 102, this is our factory for continuous improvement.Facilitator Tips:Facilitator should cover individual items if the class participants have not attended at TW 102.



Watching a machine run—underutilized people
Waiting for parts—waiting 
 Counting parts—non value-added processing
Making more than can be sold—excess inventory
Moving parts over long distances—transportation 
 Storing work in process inventory—overproduction
 Looking for tools—excess motion
Machine breakdown—waiting, defects
 Rework—defects, non value-added processing
 Redundant inspections—non value-added processing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:To discuss the eight wastes as demonstrated in industry specific slide shows.Recommended Content:Ask the participants to use the list of wastes as a “cheat sheet” to identify several wastes in the slides shown.  If you have a mixed group, pick several photo sessions.  If you are presenting to a given industry, you can either show the slides from that industry or from their own company (see section on how to add you own photos to the presentation).Facilitator Tips:Resist reading through the eight wastes!  Use this as an example of how they can begin to use this list as a diagnostic tool in any circumstance.Make it a discussion and fun to try to find the wastes in the photos, and then help them see the wastes if they can not find it themselves.You may want to list the wastes (before class) on a sheet of flip chart paper and have the class potential wastes from their facility.



The eight wastes are symptoms

Recognizing waste leads to identifying 
the root cause of problems

Underlying any waste is a systemic flaw 
involving people, materials, machines, 
and/or information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:How to use the “Eight Wastes” as a tool to begin the Lean Transformation.Recommended Content:Cover the points on the slide.  Suggest that they keep a list of the eight wastes on their desk or work area to become a Lean “diagnosis” expert.Manufacturers don’t recognize these wastes.  Some even like them.  If you think about the excess cost in processes, most is because of WASTE in the process.  With lean manufacturing what we are trying to accomplish is the elimination of this waste.  The areas we address today will allow you to start working with your clients to eliminate waste.Facilitator Tips:One analogy is to compare “the eight wastes as the lean diagnostic tool” with the same process a doctor uses to diagnose a disease.  What the doctor does is examine us for symptoms, using his knowledge, the patient’s history, tests, and patterns of data.  Those symptoms then point the doctor to an underlying disease in some part of our body.  Lean practitioners can do the same thing using the eight wastes.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:A reminder to facilitator to prepare attendee’s for the current state exercise.  Prep for the walk through.  Map basis process steps first.  Go on floor and collect data.Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:Assign roles:  Give the scribes paper and clip boards.   Give the time keepers stop watch.   Give  all others blue opportunity sheets. Show the team the implementation plan and how these ideas will be used to build the plan and how you will rate them.



Q1. What is the customer demand rate (Takt time)?

Q2. Where can we use continuous flow? 

Q3. Where can we use pull systems? 

Q4. Where do we locate the new scheduling point?

Q5. How do we distribute the work to be performed?

Q6. What activities will need to be done to reach the 
Future State?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Introduce the future state mapping questions.Recommended Content:Let the participants know that we will look at each one of the questions in detail.Facilitator Tips:



450 minutes/day
45 widgets/day 10min./widgetTakt Time =

Takt Time  =  Customer Demand Rate

Takt Time = Available Work Time 

GOAL: Produce to Demand

Customer Order Quantity

=

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Calculate the Takt Time (TT) for Time Wise™ 102.Recommended Content:Let’s walk through the TT calculation for Time Wise™ 102.  Once this is complete you can calculate the TT for Time Wise™ Base, Inc.Facilitator Tips:



 When value-added work can be performed 
continuously by passing the product directly – one 
piece at a time - from work station to work station

Achieving one-piece flow

Q2. Where can we use continuous flow?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:To emphasize the continuous, one piece flow of product in a cell.Recommended Content:Read the definition and highlight that the equipment or processes should be so close to each other that inventory cannot physically accumulate between steps.Facilitator Tips:



 Higher productivity and lower cost
◦ Minimum resources are used – people and 
supplies

 Shortens the overall lead time
◦ Permits quicker response to customer 
◦ Shorter Order-to-Cash cycle

 Quickly identify problems 
◦ Readily apparent
◦ Easier to find root causes of problems

 Encourages communication between operators 
linked in customer/supplier relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show slide.Intent of the Slide:Highlight benefits of continuous flow.Recommended Content:Our definition of lean states “lean is a systematic approach for identifying and eliminating waste.”  Cellular manufacturing begins to address waste as follows:Uses the minimum resources of people which increases productivity and lowers cost.  As we move towards a cellular layout, our lead time – the time between producing the product and shipping it out the door – is reduced.  This in turn leads to better response towards our customer.As we link operations together, there’s less inventory between operations and we notice problems quickly.Due to the layout and proximity of people within a cellular environment, they are closer together and therefore more apt to communicate.  Also with cellular flow, we try to have simple binary measurements that effectively communicate information to the entire cellular team.Facilitator Tips:



The best 
batch size 
is one 
piece flow, 
or make 
one and 
move one! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Show the benefits of batch size reduction.Recommended Content:Walk the participants through the mechanics of lead time reduction in the two examples.  General assumption is: Each piece is worked on for one minute at each process.Large batch size: All 10 pieces are completed at one process before moving to the next process.  The first piece is not completed until 21+ minutes (+ is for additional transportation time).  The entire order is not completed until 30+ minutes.If one piece is defective, how many pieces will most likely need to be scrapped? (at least 10, maybe more depending on where the error occurred, it could be as many as 30).One piece flow: Make one, move one.The first piece is done is 3 minutes.  In an ideal situation the piece is handed to the next person, however, in most situations, transportation is minimized and does not impact the overall time.The entire order of 10 pieces is complete in 12 minutes. If one piece is defective, how many pieces will most likely need to be scrapped (1 – 3 pieces).Defects can be found sooner allowing corrections to be made and less material scrapped.Facilitator Tips:



 Combine activities to balance the process
◦ Match process time to takt time
◦ Match process times to each other
◦ Use maximum daily demand rate
 Repeat for other rates as necessary
◦ All possible combinations must be considered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show slide.Intent of the Slide:Highlight benefits of continuous flow.Recommended Content:We now have the times for the activities and need to combine activities in order to balance the processFacilitator Tips:



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show slide.Intent of the Slide:Show graphically the line balancing process and to facilitate a discussion with actual Time Wise™ data.Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:



• Where continuous flow is interrupted, we can use 
a pull system

• Why are there disruptions to flow?
• Distance between operations

• When processes are required to batch

• Where supply time is > customer lead time

• Where spike demands cause lead times to extend

• Before divergence points, assembly points, and 
bottlenecks

• After unpredictable operations

• Before and after long setups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Illustrate where supermarkets can be located to ensure parts are available when needed.Recommended Content:Place upermarkets at critical points in the flow to ensure that the component parts are available to assemble when needed.Look for:  Long distances between operations  Divergence points, assembly points, and bottlenecks  Unpredictable operations  Long setupsLook also for places where supply lead time is greater than customer lead time or where spike demands could cause lead time to extend.When considering lead time, think about internal, as well as external, suppliers and customers.Facilitator Tips:



 Customer process withdraws what it needs

 A Kanban signal is released – visible demand

 The Kanban signals  the 
supplying process to                                                         
replenish what was 
consumed

 Increases the flow                                                            
of demand information

ConsumptionFull Case

Supplier Order

Cases Ordered
Time Wise
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3 Days
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Blue Face
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KANBANSupplier Process

Kanban Cycle

Customer Process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of the Slide:  This slide introduces how the KANBAN is used to control information flow in a Pull system.Recommended Content:  Paraphrase bullets above. In this simulation, a KANBAN is release as the first part is removed from a full case. In other applications, a KANBAN may be released after all parts have been consumed from a case.The big idea here is that the KANBAN is a surrogate for demand information that starts with Time Wise, Inc. customers. This KANBAN represents a customer demand signal as it travels upstream triggering a sequence production-consumption-replenishment cycles. In this way, value stream resources are used only to respond to customer demand.



 FIFO Lane (First In – First Out)
◦ Sequenced inventory
◦ Sized (containers, pieces, racks, time)

 Supermarket
◦ Replenished inventory
◦ Strategically located
◦ Sized

FIFO

First-In-First-Out 
Sequential Flow

Supermarket

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Introduce two types of pull systems.Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:



FIFO

Internal

Process
Customer
Process

FIFO

Supplier
Internal

• Couples two processes where continuous flow or pull cannot be 

implemented  

• Controls flow when you have  variation in the  process

• Optimizes  downstream flow, particularly through bottleneck areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of the Slide:  This slide extends FIFO  replenishment cycle to the system.Recommended Content:  First in first OutAnother type of flow management system is what is called the FIFO, or first in first out, system. This is used to couple two processes where continuous flow or pull cannot be implemented. This type of flow control is often used if the process has a great deal of variation in process.Even in low variety environments, there will be points where predictability will break down. Here it is best to organize the flow according to FIFO. This allows a certain number of products to pass through a process, but when that number is exceeded the process stops. FIFO optimizes the downstream flow, particularly through bottleneck areas. 



 A supermarket is buffer inventory used to 
control the production of an upstream 
process without scheduling

 Fixed                                                             
inventory

 Used when                                                    
continuous                                                               
flow is not                                                         
possible Supplier

Process

Customer
Process

Consume
Replenish

Kanban

1

2

3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of the Slide:  This slide extends the KANBAN replenishment cycle to a supermarket Pull system.Recommended Content:  Because of lead time or variance reasons, it is often not possible to interface with an upstream supplying process via KANBAN directly in real time. In this case, a supermarket is inserted between the upstream supplying process and the customer process. The supermarket is used in conjunction with KANBAN to synchronize the supplier process with the customer process.Three supermarkets are implemented in Round 2:3 supplier supermarkets are setup (suppliers 2, 3, and 6) creating a Pull replenishment system between the Time Wise, Inc. parts warehouse and these suppliers. A parts supermarket is setup between the parts warehouse and the Time Wise, Inc. factory.A finished goods supermarket is setup to create a Pull replenishment system between Time Wise, Inc. and customers.Note that setting up the 3 supermarkets has resulted in a substantial reduction in parts inventory and a slight reduction in finished goods inventory.



Dynamic Scheduling Point – Make to Order

Common Parts
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Q4. Where do we locate the new Scheduling 
point?

Kanban
G
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Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:TextRecommended Content:TextFacilitator Tips:



Dynamic Scheduling Point –

Back
Assembly

Face 
Assembly

Clock 
Assembly CUSTOMER

SUPPLIER PARTS FLOW BY VACANT SPACE
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INFORMATION FLOW

Raw
Materials
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Supermarket
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Another option for scheduling
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Make to Stock
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Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:TextRecommended Content:TextFacilitator Tips:



 High Volume, Low Variety Production 
Shops
◦ Pitch
 Pack out Quantity x TAKT
◦ Level loading mixed models

 High Variety, Low Volume Job Shops
◦ FIFO Lanes
 Visual
 Limited size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:TextRecommended Content:TextFacilitator Tips:



Create the Continual Improvement Plan
◦ Group activities by Improvement Area

 Kaizen events and Projects
◦ Prioritize those activities within the 
Improvement Area
◦ Assign accountability and due dates

Make your plan Visual

Kaizen 
Event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Introduce the Implementation PlanRecommended Content:The final task to complete the value stream mapping event is to create an implementation plan.  The plan will group all the necessary activities by improvement area, identify potential resources needed, and set completion dates.Click on VISUAL this will take you to a slide that illustrates the Implementation Wall Chart that they will use during their exerciselFacilitator Tips:



TIME TO DO YOUR
FUTURE STATE MAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:A reminder to facilitator to prepare attendee’s for the Future state exercise.  Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:Remind team of the 6 questions



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:A reminder to facilitator to prepare attendee’s for the Future state exercise.  Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:Remind team of the 6 questions



Q1. What is the customer demand rate (Takt time)?

Q2. Where can we use continuous flow? 

Q3. Where can we use pull systems? 

Q4. Where do we locate the new scheduling point?

Q5. How do we distribute the work to be performed?

Q6. What activities will need to be done to reach the 
Future State?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Introduce the future state mapping questions.Recommended Content:Let the participants know that we will look at each one of the questions in detail.Facilitator Tips:





 Manage your Continuous Improvement Plan
◦Select your first Kaizen Event
◦Complete Kaizen Mandate Form and Team 
Composition Form
◦Lead with the Time Wise® 10-step Kaizen 
Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Begin to correlate lessons learned during the VSMS to the implementation plan and the kaizen events.Recommended Content:Facilitator Tips:



 Reduce setup time
 Cellular/flow 

◦ Information/manufacturing 
 Implement total productive 

maintenance
 Conduct 5S/visual management
 Design and implement standardized 

work
 Deploy point-of-use storage 

and kanban replenishment systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Slide.Intent of the Slide:Illustrates different types of kaizen events that might need to be conducted to achieve the future state.Recommended Content:It is natural that changes will need to take place to achieve the future state.  Here are a few sample kaizen events that may be necessary.Explain that a typical kaizen event runs from 3 to 5 days depending on the complexity of the problem.  It is a focused improvement event that involves various individuals from different departments to help solve the problem.  The team “attacks” the problem and makes as many changes as possible in the prescribed amount of time.Facilitator Tips:



The Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle and
10 Step Process:



Kaizen Event 10 Step Process:

PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT CYCLE
1. Define the problem
2. Define the current situation
3. Visualize the ideal situation
4. Define measurement targets

1
2
3
4

PLAN

5
6
7

DO5. Brainstorm solutions to the problem
6. Develop Kaizen plan
7. Implement plan

8
9

CHECK

8. Measure, record and compare 
results to targets

9. Prepare summary documents
10. Create short term action plan, and on-going standards and    

sustaining plan

10

ACT

5
6
7

DO

1
2
3
4

PLAN

8
9

CHECK
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